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[The dispute respecting these islands, between the United States and Buenos Ayres, having brought them into 
immediate notice, the following account of them, from the notes of a recent visitor, will, doubtless, be interesting 
to our readers.]

The Falkland Islands, situated between latitude 51 and 52 S., and longitude 58 and 61J W., are about ninety 
leagues from the coast of Patagonia; they are said to have been discovered by Americus Vespucins, in 1502. 
Beauchene Gouin anchored on 1 eastern shore, in 1770. A low island a little farther south bears this navigator's 
name.

The first settlement ever formed here took place in 1763, by the French, under De Bougainville, an experienced 
navigator, it appears that he arrived there on the 3d of February in that year, taking with him colonists, nineteen 
men, five women, and three children.

After remaining about fourteen months on the island, De Bougainville sailed for France; but returned to the 
island in January 1765, and was much pleased at find; _ the colony well and contented.

In the latter end of 1764, the Spanish government having their jealousy roused r. the idea of any other nation 
possessing country so nearly adjacent to their own South American possessions, sent to the French government a 
demand for the immediate surrender of the islands to their forces. This demand was acceded to, and De 
Bougainville, by their order, abandoned these lands to the above claimants on the 27th of April, 1765, having had 
possession of them rather better than two years. The French, it is supposed, were settled during the whole of the 
time at Port Louis, the place of the present settlement; and when De Bougainville left, it is probable that he took 
away the French colonists with him.

In the year 1765, Commodore Byron touched at the western of these islands, and in the following year the 
English government formed a settlement at Port Egmont on the northern coast of the west Falkland

The Spaniards dispossessed the English, and settled at Port Louis, in or about the year 1766, and remained there 
about eleven years.

Of the proceedings of the Spaniard whilst there, little or nothing is known, except what appears from the remains 
of then buildings, and their excavations of peat, fo; domestic uses, no wood growing on the islands. Who their 
governor was, and whether, on leaving the colony, any account was published in Spain of their proceeding do not 
know, but it would be interesting to discover if any such document exits.

Since their abandonment by the Spaniards, these islands remained unoccupied until the year 1825, when Don 
Louis Vernet, a German by birth, resident in America from his youth upwards, was induced to visit and inspect 
them with a view of settling on them. Having matured his plans, he returned, and made application to the 
neighbouring republic of Buenos Ayres (who then claimed their possession) for a grant of them to him. It 
appears that certain military officers in the Buenos Ayres army, relations of Don Vernet by marriage, having 
claims on that government for services in the late wars, agreed to receive from him certain sums of money, 
cancelling in part the debt due by the government of Buenos Ayres to them; the said government in 
consideration of such sums paid by Don Vernet to these officers, made over to him the eastern Falkland Island, 
as his property for ever, with entire and sole right to all its soil, cattle, horses, hogs, fisheries, &c. &c, as also the 
adjacent island of Staten Land, likewise his property for ever; for the supplying wood to the first named island, 
and either he or his brother immediately formed a settlement on the eastern Falkland.

Lieutenant Langdon, R. N., on his voyage in 1827, from Van Diemcn's Land to England, being becalmed for five 
weeks off Cape Horn, and having only one cask of  water left on board, put into Berkely Sound, and anchored 
about two miles up; watered easily, and procured some fine beef at two pence per pound, from Don Vernet's 
brother (then there,) who sent it down in a whaleboat from the settlement, and with it a letter warning that 



officer not to kill any of the cattle or wild pigs.

On the 22d of October, 1831, the "Thomas Lawrie," Captain Langdon, made the land of Malvina, (the French 
name of the eastern Falkland island.) The day was very foggy, with heavy rain, and after anxiously beating up the 
eastern coast all the morning, it was with feelings of great satisfaction to all on board, that about four P. M., the 
vessel safely entered Berkely Sound; the mist and rain clearing off at the moment, exposed to view, at about half 
a mile's distance, on either side, a succession of hills, partially covered with grass to the summits. Proceeding 
about four miles up the Sound, the anchor was dropped within a stone's throw of the shore to larboard. In about 
two hours a whale-boat manned with six hands was observed pulling towards the ship from the bottom of the 
Sound; and on its arrival we were informed of the situation of the settlement.

On the following morning early, the writer (a passenger in the Lawrie) returned with the whale-boat, and found 
the settlement securely situated along the edges of a small bay, which has a narrow entrance into it out of the 
Sound; this entrance in the time of the Spaniards was commanded by two forts, both now lying in ruins; the only 
use made of one being to confine the wild cattle in its circular wall, when newly brought in from the interior. 
Having landed, I immediately paid a visit to the governor, Don Vernet, who received mc with much cordiality. 
His features are prepossessing, and his address gentlemanly and pleasing. He possesses much information, and 
speaks fluently several languages. The house is long and low, of one story, and has very thick walls of stone. In 
the sitting room I found a good library of Spanish, German, and English works. Having, at his request, sent an 
invitation to Captain Langdon and his family to come and remain on shore, they accordingly arrived about 
sunset. A lively conversation passed at dinner; the party consisting of Don Vernet and his lady, Captain Langdon 
and his family, a Captain Brisbane, and two American gentlemen belonging to a scaling schooner detained at the 
island by Don Vernet; in the evening we had music and dancing. In the room was one of Stoddart's pianofortes, 
and Donna Vernet, a Spanish lady, favoured us with some excellent singing—it sounding not a little strange to 
listen to "Di Tanti Palpiti," &c, well executed, at the Falkland Isles, where we had only expected to find a few 
fishermen.

On the following day I was conducted round the settlement, and shown the "lions." The buildings (except some 
dry grass lints) were all originally constructed by the Spaniards; they are remarkable for their extremely thick 
walls (of stone,) some being three feet in solidity. They are very straggling, covering a space of half a mile in 
length, and a quarter of a mile in breadth.

There are the remains of a building, formerly used as a cathedral, (now uninhabited and in ruins,) a hospital, a 
general store warehouse, a large oven (in which at present resides a family of five people,) a parade-ground, 
trenches, several small forts, and the remains of a very thick, straight, stone bridge, lying quite in ruins, in the 
erection of which, report said, the Spaniards expended twenty-five thousand dollars, the stream which it crossed 
being, even in rainy weather, never too deep to pass over it by the help of common stepping-stones.

About a mile from the "Town," is the place where the Spaniards excavated their peat, now presenting to the eye a 
number of tanks of various sizes filled with water, and many of them from fifteen to twenty feet in depth. On the 
edge of the cliff, before the house, a piece of ordnance was placed, and near the ruined fort at the entrance of the 
bay, four or five more.

Close to the entrance of the bay, but in the Sound, a small schooner was lying at anchor. It appears that about 
three months previous to the arrival of the "Thomas Lawrie," three schooners from the United States were 
sealing amongst the islands; one escaped, but the other two Don Vernet took, and detained the captains and 
crews in custody: a short time after he suffered one of these two to depart, leaving a cargo Of seal-skins as a 
deposit. The other was still detained, out of which he  took stores of all kinds, and sold them by auction, and was 
about to sail in her to Buenos Ayres, for the purpose of attending the trial as to her and her companion's 
condemnation.

Don Vernet's domestic establishment consisted of about fifteen slaves, bought by him from the Buenos Ayrean 
government, on the condition of learning them some useful employment, and having their services for a certain 
number of years, after which, by the provisions of the Slave Trade Act, they were free. They seemed generally to 
be from fifteen to twenty years of age, and appeared quite contented and happy.

The number of persons altogether on the island consisted of about one hundred, including twenty-five gauchos 
and five charruas, Indians. There are a few Dutch families, the women of which milk the cows, and make the 
butter. Two or three Englishmen, a German family, and the remainder made up of Spaniards and Portuguese, 
pretending to follow some trade, but doing little or nothing. The gauchos are chiefly Spaniards: their captain or 
"the Chief of the Gauchos" is a Frenchman. These men throw the lasso after the manner practised in the great 
bull-fights of Spain. A fierce bull was caught in my presence by the captain, who, after galloping for some time in 
pursuit of him up and down the hills, dexterously threw the lasso across his horns, the horse, as if instinctively, 



throwing himself on his haunches, and firmly planting his fore-feet on the ground, held him fast; and at the same 
moment another gauchos threw a lasso with heavy metal balls attached to it, round his hind-legs, thus effectually 
preventing his escape; they then hamstrung him. When in the interior, these men lie down to sleep on the 
ground, wrapped in their saddle-cloths and cloaks, regardless of wet or cold. They are very fond of their horses. 
The rowels of their spurs arc about two inches long, and their stirrups only admit the toes. When in camp they 
gamble very deeply. Their game is with dib-bones; the art being to throw them in a particular manner. I have 
seen notes (of the country) to the amount of two or three hundred dollars on the ground at one time. One 
gauchos was worth fifteen hundred dollars, and an Irishman who had been a gauchos, and had come to the 
island in Don Vernet's debt, had not only paid it off, but had been enabled to give him seven hundred and fifty 
dollars for a building which he had converted into a store. On the day I first landed, it being Sunday (with them,
—Saturday with ourselves,) I walked down to this store, where I found all the gauchos assembled over a cask of a 
beverage made of molasses and dried apples, and tasting not unlike beer. They drank it freely, relating tales and 
singing, performing slight-of-hand tricks upon each other, and occasionally bursting into the most dissonant 
laughter; but before I loft, their knives were drawn, and with furious and impassioned gestures, and wild cries, 
they aimed blows at each other, and blood was brought in two or three instances. With their huge cloaks, 
slouched hats, car and nose-rings, thick, curly, bushy hair hanging down to their shoulders, and their daggers in 
their girdles, seen too by the dim light of a large lamp hanging from the ceiling, they formed altogether a group 
such as is described in the old Italian romances, as reveling in the deep caverns of the Alpine mountains, after a 
desperate but prosperous adventure.

These men obtain two dollars a head for all the cattle they bring in; and they in fact keep the greater proportion 
of the inhabitants, for the females wash for them, mend their clothes, &c. &c., and so obtain sufficient to keep 
their husbands in tobacco and idleness.

No greater proof of the miserable laziness of the men generally need be adduced than the following:—Very good 
potatoes are grown by Don Vernet, and sooner than raise them themselves (though offered them by him for seed 
gratis) they pay him ten pence per pound for them.

The five Indians are very powerfully made men, from the country to the north of the Monte Video side of the 
river La Plate. Being at war with a neighbouring nation in amity with the Buenos Ayrean government, they were 
made prisoners and sent to Buenos Ayres. Don Vernet seeing them there, applied to the government for them as 
gauchos, who gave them the option of remaining in prison, or going to the Falkland Islands, which latter 
alternative they chose. They were employed making lassos for the gauchos. I went into their hut and heard one of 
them play upon an instrument, which produced sounds far from unmusical, made of a hollow piece of wood, with 
an incision in it, and two strings of gut tied across it, which he beat upon with a slick, and at the same time 
chanted a low and rather sweet song.

It is of course only from those who have resided for any length of time in it, that true description of any country 
can be obtained, and it is impossible for a mere passer-on to do more than to collect the best information he can 
from such persons, making his own observations as time will allow.

A work written by the first settler, M. de Bougainville, appears to me to give a faithful description of these 
islands; and in this opinion I am borne out by the testimony of Don Vernet. 

The following are the remarks which I was enabled to make during my stay at Port Louis, my researches 
extending to a few miles in every direction round the settlement.

I tried the soil in different places, and found it generally (except on those hills near the coast, consisting mostly of 
rock and  grass to the summit) to consist of a mixture of the roots of different small shrubs, and below them, at 
the depth of from eight to fourteen inches, a black mould. In some places a firm peat goes down several feet in 
depth.

In a garden near Don Vcrnet's house, the spot chosen indiscriminately, much exposed to the west and north 
winds, and the soil not artificially manured, I found growing cabbages, lettuces, onions, peas, beans, potatoes, 
(some of the latter accidentally left in the ground in the fall, produced the next Tear more abundant than those 
planted in the spring following,) turnips, and carrots, a species of birch from Staten Land, which appeared to 
have taken root, also a currant tree from thence, quite flourishing, and precisely similar in taste and smell to the 
English currant-tree! How it made its way to Staten Land is a query. It should be recollected that it was now just 
the end of winter.

Don Vernet showed me -some fine specimens of flax which he had raised—and wheat he was about to try the 
approaching spring.

The winds from the west and north would be the only cause, in my opinion, of suspending the regular labour of 



the agriculturist. These winds, more or less, during the summer months, blow with great violence from soon after 
sunrise till sunset. I have been almost unable to stand against their force, and with difficulty made myself heard 
by a person at no very great distance from me. I am here, however, speaking of rather elevated ground near a 
large open sound, whilst in the interior are said to be plains of| the richest soil sheltered by mountains, over 
which the force of these winds is probably not so severely felt, and where under the immediate cover of the hills 
many acres might always be throwing up a produce; and the increase of vegetation, and the growth of timber 
would, no doubt, in time much soften their effect. Of water there is plenty everywhere and of the best quality. 
The island is indeed indented on every side in an extraordinary manner by inlets and bays ending in rivers, many 
of them of fresh water.

As to the climate, all accounts speak of it as temperate. The first day I landed was sunshiny and pleasant, neither 
hot nor cold; each of the following days was attended, from sunrise to sunset, with the wind violent from the west 
and northwest; and on one day there was a continual fall of snow and hail, but which had entirely disappeared 
the following morning. The nights were beautifully starlight and very still.

The thermometer, Don Vernet informed me, in winter has not been lower than 26°, and generally above the 
freezing point. The snow seldom lies three days on the ground. In summer the thermometer seldom rises above 
75°. The whole of the inhabitants were in the finest slate of health.

The gum plant I met with in great abundance : on breaking short the flower from the root I perceived a thick 
glutinous matter, which adhered to my fingers, but I had neither time nor opportunity to make experiments on 
this plant. I also found wild celery, scurvy-grass, sorrel, rosemary, the tea and the beer plant in great plenty. The 
former is chiefly found amongst the cliffs growing in crevices and niches; the rosemary is met with on the rising 
grounds, and the tea and beer plant everywhere.

Don Vernet informed me, that on a spot twelve feet square, chosen indiscriminately on the hills in the interior, 
when journeying through the country with his brother, he had counted as many as twenty-seven different plants.

A German, into whose hut I went, gave me a quantity of the infusion of the tea plant to taste; I found it not 
unpleasant, and having a slight flavour of the common black tea used in England. None of the persons I 
conversed with appeared to know any thing of the properties of the beer plant. Different heaths, grasses, and 
weeds seem to abound. In summer they collect a great quantity of a fruit called lucet, and eat it with milk. I met 
with many little yellow flowers, and one white, smelling like the rose, and I saw also a flower similar to a violet.

On ranging along the beach, 1 broke with a hammer large pieces of stone, which upon dividing presented to the 
eye the most perfect impressions of shells, leaves, and a species of worms, some of which I brought with me to 
England. I found but few shells, and those of a common kind. Quartz was scattered over the surface of many 
hills, and granite in detached rounded masses; but sandstone seems to be the prevailing feature.

On the opposite side of the sound, and some few miles in the interior, natural curiosities arc met with in the 
shape of huge amphitheatres, large caverns, &c., from which some beautiful specimens of stalactites were shown, 
and which sufficiently proves the presence of lime in the country.

No reptiles have ever been found, and the only quadruped is an animal between the fox and the wolf, very 
destructive to the birds. I saw the skin of one which was about three feet long. Of birds, I observed some precisely 
similar to the plover and the sparrow of England; a little yellow bird very common; a great number of small 
hawks, and a beautiful bird of the gull kind, very common, of a soft slate colour, with red beak and red feet. 
Captain Langdon and myself took an excursion across  the hills to a rabbit ground, (of which animals' there are 
an immense number,) and we returned in a short time, having obtained three or four couples, two large upland 
geese, a kind of curlew, (having eyes like rubies with a white rim round them;) a very handsome bird of the diver 
kind, and two or three kinds of teal and snipe. In the season an immense number of excellent eggs of all kinds are 
to be obtained with ease; and nothing can exceed the richness of the penguin or mollymawk's egg beat up with 
coffee.

I collected some pearls from a very large mussel common there, which were inferior; but I was informed by 
Captain Brisbane, that he had collected as many as would fill a wine-glass, in a very short time at a particular 
season, nearly the bigness of a pea, and colourless.

As respects the resources of the island, its exports, &c, I found that, as near as Don Vernet can calculate, he 
supposes there to be about twenty thousand head of horned cattle, three thousand horses, and a great number of 
wild pigs and rabbits on the island.

A kind of mullet prevails from the month of October until April, so numerous that not only a sufficiency could be 
obtained to nourish thousands of inhabitants, but also to become a considerable article of exportation.



His exports consist at present of cattle hides, for which he has an establishment, and for salting, about sixty miles 
to the southward, where are large bulls of that size, that he informed me the skins alone had weighed eighty 
pounds, and so heavy that the gauchos cannot drive them across the marshes to the north side. Rabbit-skins, of 
dark iron-gray, and particularly close, thick, and soft in their texture; and dried mullet, of which in one season, 
from one fishery-ground only, he has exported eighty tons, which sold in South America for twenty-five shillings 
a hundred weight

All agricultural produce fetches the highest prices in the Brazils. The island affords every prospect to the picked 
up on the coast at different whalebone to the value of at least four hundred pounds, according to its present 
price. Whaling in boats alone about the coast would be sure of being successful. The harbours all round the 
island are of the best kind, mostly formed by bays, well sheltered by small islands, and possessing inlets 
navigable far up, and intersecting the country in every direction. The immense quantity of kelp would not only 
assist in manuring the ground, but also make excellent potash. Plenty of materials for making pottery abound in 
the island.

Don Vernet has divided the island into eleven sections: one he has colonized, and another he has sold to 
Lieutenant Langdon, to whom he has given a deed of grant, authorizing him to let other portions of the land to 
persons willing to emigrate to the country. This tract consists of about ten square miles, of six hundred and fort; 
English acres each, as his property for ever, with a proviso that he, or some person appointed by him, shall settle 
on it within a given time. He has also empowered lieutenant Langdon to distribute, gratis, among ten families 
willing to emigrate, certain portions of the land.

The above deed sets forth the condition under which emigrants will be received, and also Don Vemet's ideas on 
the subject of colonization. He engages to provide the settlers with cattle and horses sufficiently tame for use, at 
certain low prices, a freedom from taxes, contributions, and imposts of any kind whatsoever, during twenty 
years, from the 5th of January, 1831; a free use of the fisheries; and to provide them upon arrival with beef at the 
rate of two pence per pound. He proposes that settlers should transport themselves there in a whaling or sealing 
vessel, which after landing them could go direct to Staten land for a cargo of timber, and then either remain 
sealing and whaling about the islands, or take to the Brazils any produce which the settlers might have raised in 
the meantime. 

The settler on the Falkland Islands need not fear the many disappointments and almost insurmountable 
difficulties experienced by the hundreds who embarked their all in the Swan River scheme. He need not dread, 
on his return home from a journey, to find his wife and children murdered by the ferocious and blood-thirsty 
savage, as has lately been the case in Van Diemen's Land—neither need he fear to hear the war-whoop of the 
Indian burst upon his ear, as he is assembled round his domestic hearth with his family, as was, not long ago, the 
case in the back settlements of America—he need not fear, as in the African settlements, the murderous attack of 
the Caffres—neither has to reside amongst a number of slaves, against whose rising he has not one single 
moment's real protection. He has only steadily to pursue his aim, certain of never being in want, and with every 
prospect of acquiring wealth. 

In one point of view these islands present to the English a most important feature. It has hitherto been the 
custom for almost all vessels returning home from the colonies of| New South Wales and Van Dieinen's Land to 
put into the Brazils for refreshments. This takes them out of their direct track, is a great loss of time, and is only 
done by in incurring such expenses as very materially lessen the value to the owners of the ships' cargoes.

The population of the above colonies is fast increasing; their trade is becoming very great; and their shipping is 
doubling itself. Now, as it is absolutely necessary, that vessels returning to England from either should put into 
some port for refreshments, no one presents itself so conveniently circumstanced as the Eastern Falkland island, 
which lies in the direct track of every ship after she has doubled Cape Horn. It possesses a beautiful harbour, of 
easy access, where can be obtained excellent water, fine beef, good vegetables, and, in case of the illness of 
seamen, plenty of the finest antiscorbutic grasses.

Of the Western Falkland Island, the following account is extracted from a letter written by Mr. (afterwards 
Admiral) Gower, to which himself and crew had been conveyed, after being wrecked in a sloop of war on the 
coast of Patagonia.

"The country abounds with long sedgy grass. Our food consisted of geese, ducks, widgeons, teal, &c., tame  
enough to be knocked down with sticks. Foxes were the only native quadruped. We brought many pigs and  
rabbits to the island, which increased much. Many beautiful pebbles were found upon the beach, some quite  
transparent, making handsome seals. The mountains produced fine crystals, which, after being in the hands of  
our workmen, were, to all appearance, little inferior to precious stones.

"The cluster of islands called Falkland are all extremely high, and may be seen in fine weather filly miles off.  



The tops are entire rock, the lower parts very rich, on which any thing that is sown will grow. They contain  
fine lagoons, abounding in wild fowl. There are likewise many rivulets, where water-cresses, wild celery, and  
scurvy-grass, are to be met with in plenty, and the banks produce excellent turf for tires. We caught but few  
fish." 


